
 

 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS; HIGHLANDER 

  
1.      Take one long side panel and end panel with rotating door.  
         Locate bottom rail of side panel firmly down onto protruding part of foot fitted to end panel. 
         Line up frame of each panel and screw together through pre-drilled holes with screws attached to end  
         panel. 
 
2.      Repeat with the panel with pop hole fitted.  
         Again ensure the bottom rail of side panel sits firmly down onto the protruding part of the foot  
         fitted to this panel. 
         Line up framing of both panels.  
         When these are correctly aligned the sawn edge of the cladding will be fully visible.  
         Screw together with screws attached to pop hole panel into the pre-drilled holes.   
 
3.      Take remaining long side panel and fit as detailed above, i.e. located firmly on to feet.  
         Screw together with screws provided. 
 
4.      Take remaining triangular panel and fit into open end of Ark, again, ensuring the frame of the  
         side panel is positioned firmly on to the feet. Line up framework and secure with screws provided. 
 
         Note; The procedure of locating the frame of the side panels on to the  
         feet attached to the triangular panels during assembly ensures the correct alignment  
         and position of each section and is therefore important. Feet can be removed after  
         assembly if so desired 
 
5.      Locate nest box in side panel aperture top fixing lugs first followed by the bottom. Push the  
         nest box down so that the floor sits tightly on top of the board at bottom of aperture then  
         press box firmly against house and screw to side frames in this position with screws provided  
         in nest box. 
 
6.      Slide nest box lid into gap between top of nest box and underside of hinge bar (ensuring that  
         the nest box lid is positioned with stiffening batten facing down into the nest box and toward  
         the house ) 
 
7.      Centralise lid, locate free end of double knuckle hinges onto lid where they naturally sit and  
         secure by screwing through the lid above stiffening batten with screws provided separately. 
 
8.      Slide floor tray into position through aperture at end of house. 
 
9       Take apex ‘T’ bar and locate the leg of the ‘T’ into the slots formed by the tops of the side  
         panels. The cord wrapped around the bar needs to be sited above the pop hole. Unwrap and   
         allow cord exiting from the hole at the bottom of the ‘T’ to hang down in front of pop hole.  
         Take screw eye fixed to the top of bar and screw in to hole marked. Hook ring, attached to  
         cord, over eye. 
         Raise pop hole slide to fully open position and tie loose end of cord to eye on slide handle. 
         The slide will now stay in the open position. By releasing the ring from the eye on top the  
         slide will close. Reverse procedure to open. Secure ‘T’bar at each end with screws provided 
         in to pre-drilled holes at top of end panels.   
         
10.     Fit lift-off door to house by inserting the top edge under the skirt of the ‘T’ bar then push the  
          bottom of the panel against the house then push panel downwards to lock in to slot at  
          bottom. Reverse this procedure to remove  
 
11.     Locate ramp on pop hole base using protruding screws to spike into position. This allows easy  
          removal when moving the unit. 
 
12.     Locate perch(s) in sockets provided. 
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